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JEWISH FEDERATION OF OTTAWA

Discover how YOUR SUPPORT has made
a difference in the lives of thousands.

This booklet provides an overview of the many programs and agencies the Jewish Federation
of Ottawa’s Annual Campaign funds each year. Explore how far, deep and wide each
and every gift is distributed. Discover the extraordinary things your gift does for our
Jewish community — and our people — whenever and wherever they need us.

Your gift to Federation’s Annual Campaign helps feed the hungry, sustain seniors in need,
support and counsel families in crisis, and empower people of all ages
to participate in Jewish life.

The Power of Community
Dear friends,
As part of the Jewish Federation of Ottawa’s strategic plan we committed to better explain the effects and
power of a gift to the Annual Campaign. We are now happy to share Federation’s inaugural Impact Report.
Our Impact Report is designed to explore how far, deep and wide each and every gift is distributed.
As you read through the report, take tremendous pride in the many ways your gift to Federation’s Annual Campaign is positively
impacting people. Federation’s support for Jewish education and social services is fairly well-known and is often the reason why
people give. Helping to feed hungry people resonates and is a motivator to give generously. Similarly, Federation’s support for
marquee programs, such as Birthright Israel and PJ library, are often heralded and inspirational.
Less trumpeted, but still requiring and worthy of support, are projects such as the Ottawa Jewish Archives, and the costs associated
with maintaining our wonderful community campus. Less well understood are the countless ways Federation supports Israel and
engages in advocacy on behalf of the Jewish people.
It is the combination of the higher profile organizations and programs Federation funds, along with the lesser known aspects, that
reveal the full impact your gift has to the Annual Campaign. Take pride in how your generosity is making a difference.
Thank you for your support.
Sincerely,

Andrea Freedman
President and CEO
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Program Allocations
Federation and Community Services • $ 1,545,022
National and Overseas • $685,593
Strengthening the Community • $475,050
Jewish Education • $829,486
Assisting the Vulnerable • $787,278
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Caring for the
Vulnerable
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Caring for the Vulnerable
FUNDED
AGENCIES
DELIVERING
DIRECT SERVICES
Active Jewish
Adults 50+
Camp B’nai Brith
Bess and Moe
Greenberg
Family Hillel
Lodge
Jewish Family
Services
Soloway Jewish
Community
Centre
Tamir
Jewish Youth
Library

Judaism is based on the foundation of creating community. As we create community, all
members must be served based on their needs. Caring for the vulnerable is a core value
that we must maintain in order to keep our community whole.

Seniors
“Show deference to the elderly.” ~ Leviticus 19:32
Federation funding helps meet the needs of seniors
who can no longer live independently by supporting
initiatives, such as: a feeding program that gave 30
Bess and Moe Greenberg Family Hillel Lodge residents
personal one-to-one assistance in eating; nursing
rehabilitation that provided more than 20 residents
with physical therapy to help improve mobility; and
kosher meals for the 121 Lodge residents.
Federation funding helps decrease social isolation
among seniors, and provides access to resources and
services through Jewish Family Services, such as: social
programs for 68 seniors; Kosher Meals on Wheels home
food delivery for 65 seniors; personal case managers for
holistic care oversight for 65 seniors; direct support for
103 area Holocaust survivors; and programs that
provided 200 hours of friendly engagements to decrease
social isolation and increase quality of life.

Providing Basic Needs
“There shall be no needy among you.”
~ Deuteronomy 15:4
Federation dollars helped 90 families receive direct
monthly financial support through Jewish Family
Services to enable them to pay their rent, hydro, and
more. Approximately 135 needy families enjoyed fresh
fruits and vegetables and over 80 families used
Ottawa’s Kosher Food Bank to meet their family’s basic
food needs. Special one-time additional funding was
provided to over 100 needy families during Passover,
Rosh Hashanah and Chanukah to help them take part in
celebrating Jewish life.

Rachel is a single mother with a two-year-old child. She is on Ontario Works and is living
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in subsidized housing. She does not have extended family to help her with the challenges of parenting.
Jewish Family Services (JFS) has been helping Rachel access support and providing her with monthly
financial assistance. When she can, Rachel volunteers at JFS’s Miriam’s Well program to help break some
of her isolation. Most recently, JFS was able to match Rachel with a volunteer who is able to meet with
her and provide her with parenting support.

Special Needs
“Each of us is created ‘B’tzelem Elo-him,’ in the
image of G-d.” ~ Genesis 1:27
Federation supports Tamir’s Judaic programming for
approximately 45 community members with special
needs through innovative programs such as a choir and
Shabbat experiences. Special holiday events for
individuals with special needs and their family
members during the year can attract over 200
participants. Through Federation support to Tamir,
seven young people with special needs received a
summer camp experience. Adults with special needs
who face significant health challenges received over
300 hours of residential support to be able to live
independently, not in group homes, in the community.
Federation support helped ensure that 40 professional
staff received Judaic training to better support those
with special needs to live Jewish lives.

Federation funding helped support 44 children with
special needs enjoy home visits by trained teenage
volunteers as part of the Jewish Youth Library.
Furthermore, funding helped run “Sibshops” —
Jewish Youth Library workshops to engage siblings and
their families of children with special needs; brothers
and sisters of children with special needs learned that
they are not alone, received peer support and have
increased feelings of inclusion.

Every person plays their part during the weekly Shabbat dinner at Tamir: Shirley pours the

grape juice; Lee keeps the crowd busy as we all set the table, and Sherry leads the prayers. Through faith
and the love of Judaism, the gang exemplifies that disability is not inability. The Supported Independent
Living (SIL) participants lead the dinner to showcase their skills in the Shabbat rituals and prayers, using the
Tamir Shabbat Guide, and to connect with their peers. The group takes pride in sharing laughter,
conversations and songs, as well as the Shabbat rituals and prayers.
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FUNDED
AGENCIES
DELIVERING
DIRECT SERVICES
Active Jewish
Adults 50+
Developing
Future Leaders
Hillel Ottawa
Limmud
Sephardi
Association of
Ottawa
Soloway Jewish
Community Centre
Chabad Student
Network
JET (Glebe Shul)
Jewish Youth
Library
NCSY
Ottawa Torah
Centre
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Strengthening Jewish
Life and Learning

Strengthening Jewish Life and Learning
Federation funds a variety of exciting and interesting programs and initiatives that
expand involvement and engagement in Jewish and learning for all ages. Entertaining and educational programs nurture Jewish values and practices that sustain and
enrich Jewish culture, fuel Jewish identity, and help guarantee that our traditions
are passed on from generation to generation.

Educating Our Children Jewishly Access to Jewish Life
The foundation of our community lies with the
next generation. As we see in the traditional Shema
prayer, “Veshinantam Levanecha – You should teach
these words to your children.” Our local Jewish
day and supplementary schools ensure our children
receive a quality Jewish education that fits their
needs. The diverse selection allows each family to
find the right fit for their child.

Jewish life is like a highway. There are many ways to
access the highway — on-ramps — at various points
that fit best for the traveler. Jewish life is similar.
There are many access points so that individuals can
create their own meaningful Jewish journey.
Federation invests in high quality “on-ramps” in our
community that serve as access points to Jewish life
in Ottawa.

Federation invests in Jewish education. Jewish day
schools educate 307 children and supplemental schools
educate 394 children in our community.

There is no better access point into Jewish life than
PJ Library. Every month, 550 children receive a book
with a Jewish theme they can call their own. This
brings Jewish values, culture and identity into the
home and enhances the relationship that PJ families
have with the Jewish community through special events
and activities.

Day Schools:
Ottawa Jewish Community School
Torah Day School
Ottawa Torah Institute and Machon Sarah
Supplementary Schools:
Chabad Hebrew School
Or Haneshamah - Machaneh Shabbat
Ottawa Talmud Torah
Ottawa Modern Jewish School
Temple Israel Religious School
Torah High

“

My
children

enjoy the PJ
Library books and
they are in our
reading pile
rotation. The
books about the
holidays are
especially popular
as they allow for
discussion around
the traditions and
how we can
celebrate.”
- Naomi H.

The Baker family has chosen to take advantage of both day and supplemental

options available in our community. Aidan is in Grade 5 at the Ottawa Jewish Community
School along with his sister Zoe, in Grade 1. Children and parents love the full-day
immersive Jewish educational experience offered at our community school. For Max, the
eldest Baker child, a fun weekly experience at Chabad Hebrew School on Sundays is the
perfect option. Like the Bakers, families are able to find the best fit for their unique needs
and connect Jewishly in the most meaningful way.
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Jewish Campus
Life Stats:
Hillel Ottawa
•1,779 Individual
meals served
•1,098 Unique
Jewish education
touch-points
•275 Individual
leadership
development
opportunities
•1,917 Israel
culture and
advocacy
experiences

Chabad Student
Network
•Over 2,000
Individual Shabbat
and holiday meals
served

Federation invests in a central hub for our
community to access many components of Jewish life
through the Soloway Jewish Community Centre. From
80 children learning about Jewish holidays in Ganon, to
facilitating over 2,700 individuals coming together for
community events each year, such as over 800 people
attending Yom Ha’Atzmaut celebrations.
When families need assistance in accessing Jewish life,
Federation helps by funding subsidies for 68 kids at
local day and overnight camps so that every child has
the opportunity to benefit from Jewish summer
activities.
Federation invests in the celebration of Jewish
culture and tradition. Over 150 community members
gathered to celebrate Sephardi traditions such as
Mimouna after Passover at our community centre,
organized by the Sephardi Association. Through
AJA 50+, over 500 adults (50+) enjoy a wide range of
activities throughout the year that meet the needs of
this demographic.
Adult Jewish education is another important aspect of
Jewish life. Federation supports a wide range of
programs that helped 1,250 community members
expand their knowledge through Jewish thought and
text.

•Over 400 Holiday
provisions supplied
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“

Hillel Ottawa’s greatest strength is bringing
our Jewish student community together, and
creating a sense of family that makes students
proud of their heritage.” - Seth K.

The Next Generation
Federation has a significant impact on young adults
leaving home to attend university and young
professionals starting out in the “real world” as
independent members of the community. At this
important juncture, Federation plays an important
role in helping young adults develop meaningful
connections to the Jewish community.
Shabbat dinners, leadership development, bagel
lunches, Jewish educational programs, holiday
celebrations, paid internships, and chicken soup along
with an uplifting message of support delivered to your
door when you are under the weather are all part of
creating a Jewish home away from home for students
on campus. Federation funding helped over 450
individuals create Jewish campus Life. Funding helped
ensure that Jewish students feel welcome and safe
throughout their academic careers.
For individuals starting out in the professional world,
finding and accessing community can be difficult.
Federation investment in community members age
20-40 not only helped bring over 400 people together,
but created a strong foundation of leaders and
contributors to community growth.

Culture, Heritage, Memory

Empowering Local Organizations

Taking time to reflect on our culture, our rich
heritage, and important memories are paramount in
connecting with our community.

Federation builds capacity in the community by
providing training for community volunteers to equip
them to be better board members and leaders in the
community. Over 50 lay leaders and volunteers
representing more than 15 different organizations
benefited from Federation sessions to increase their
knowledge of financial and governance requirements
for non-profit organizations.

Federation helps educate our community and the
broader city of Ottawa on the importance of “never
again” through programs during Holocaust Education
Month and Holocaust Remembrance Day. Investment in
Holocaust education ensured that thousands of youth
and adults alike will carry on the memories of our
people.
Jewish culture and heritage are important to
our community. That is why Federation helps with
initiatives that highlight and celebrate Jewish
contributions to Canada during Canada150 and
memorializes the events surrounding Sephardi refugees
from Arab lands.

Federation convened joint-professional development
for Jewish day and supplementary schools that
included: two sessions for 20 teachers with resources
about Israel and information on ways to incorporate
free technology into the classroom; a special session
with an Israel education expert from the iCenter for
over 20 educators.
Federation’s Fund for Innovative Capacity Building
helps inject extra funds for agencies’ special projects.
In addition to Federation’s annual grants, the aim
of this fund is to boost specific foundation-building
projects undertaken by agencies with grants of up to
$15,000. The fund provides the seed money for
innovative, creative projects that strengthen and
improve an agency’s programs and services through a
one-time cash injection.

Innovation
Fund Facts
Federation funds
invested $40,491
this past year for
initiatives such as
smart boards for
Tamir, a Blended
Learning Tech
lab for OTI, CJE
exhibit material
celebrating Jewish
contributions to
Canada, and much
more!

Federation maintains the Ottawa Jewish
Archives in order to gather, record and preserve the
collective memory of the Jewish community in Ottawa
and make historical records accessible to all for their
use, well-being and enjoyment. In 2017, to mark
Canada’s 150 birthday, the Archives is mounting a
special exhibit “Facing Forward” featuring 25
portraits from the Ottawa Jewish
Bulletin photograph collection to
highlight the contributions made by
about being retired is that it gives me the time to pursue
notable Jewish Ottawans to Canada’s
other interests. One of those is education, and the SJCC’s Melton program has exposed me
public service and political landscape.

“

One of the nice things

to many aspects of Jewish life, ethics, and history that I was not aware of. Rabbi Garten is
an excellent teacher who challenges us and stretches our knowledge. I’ve made some new
acquaintances, and am looking forward to continuing next year. AJA 50+ has allowed me
to participate in an interesting mix of both Jewish-themed and other programs. Of course
events such as Yom Ha’Atzmaut and the Chanukah fair allow us to celebrate our
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history and culture at a community level.” - Mike A.

Working together with community agencies,
Federation has created an online Volunteer Centre to
match individuals with specific skills and strengths to
agencies with particular needs. The Volunteer Centre
works with agencies to develop volunteer job
descriptions and, over time, supports agencies by
assisting in the training of volunteers and developing
leadership skills.

Federation is Inclusive
Federation’s impact goes beyond the allocations
process. Federation has a place for everyone and we
strive to be inclusive and provide opportunities for
all to be a part of the Ottawa Jewish community.
This can be seen through efforts, such as:
Mitzvah Day outreach succeeded in engaging the Orleans
community and the Sephardic Community, which
participated in Mitzvah Day for the first time; and new
members to sit on the Mitzvah Day Committee.
Advertising through the e-newsletter, Ottawa Jewish
Bulletin and social media for committees seeking new
committee members to ensure that we have a wider
and more fulsome representation from all parts of our
community.
Transportation to events as needed. This includes
seeking volunteer drivers through the Volunteer Centre.
Advertising in the Volunteer Centre to encourage more
and varied volunteers, resulting in more than 40 people
joining our volunteer ranks.
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Federation hosted a workshop with expert in relational
Judaism, Dr. Ron Wolfson. Close to 100 people
representing all ages and more than 15 community
organizations learned how to bring meaning, purpose
and belonging to Jewish communities along with
strategies to foster an open, inclusive community for all.

Support &
Connection to Israel
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“

The JWRP
trip to
Israel has been

a life-changing
experience. I now
feel closer to Israel
and have a better
understanding of
its significance to
the Jewish people.
The trip gave me
the opportunity to
establish longlasting friendships
with other moms in
the Ottawa Jewish
community.”
- Marycarmen E.

Support & Connection to Israel
Our people have a connection to the land of Israel. Everyone has their own
way to celebrate this bond. Federation invests in areas that support the land
and strengthens our connection to it.

Birthright Israel

Last year, Federation supported a once-in-a-lifetime
trip to Israel for 115 young adults, ages 18 to 26, so
that they could create a meaningful connection to
our Jewish homeland. Pre- and post-programing and
other follow-up efforts ensure that the experience is
long-lasting and benefits our local community.

Federation invests in the Shinshinim program that
brings young Israelis to Ottawa for the year so that they
may infuse Israeli life, culture, and celebration into
everything our community does. The Shinshinim have
engaged with synagogues, Jewish schools, participated
in major events, and contributed to many
organizations, bringing the life and light of Israel to an
array of community experiences.

Jewish Women’s Renaissance
Project (JWRP)

Israel Awareness and Advocacy

Federation provided 36 mothers with a transformative
experience in Israel that united them with their
Jewish roots and each other. They returned with
renewed purpose to lead their families and
community in Jewish life.

P2G

Federation invests in our Israeli partner region
so that it may overcome challenges and flourish.
Federation supports initiatives such as the Gesher Chai
Living Bridge program so that school children in the
region can connect with children here in Ottawa.
A new music room in the school, a hydrotherapy
centre, and a drop-in tennis program for at-risk youth
are examples of our community’s partnership bringing
much needed assistance to the region.

Shinshinim
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Integrating Israel into our schools, partner agencies,
and our community as a whole is important to
strengthening our relationship with Israel.

Our university campuses promote exploring issues and
new ideas. Detractors can take advantage of these
opportunities for positive dialogue and education on
the topic of Israel in order to push their own agenda
that alienates, targets, and can even make students
feel unsafe. Federation invests in grassroots efforts
such as Hillel Ottawa’s Israel Awareness Committee
(IAC) to combat the negative rhetoric on campus. For
example, the IAC’s annual Israeli Wine and Canadian
Cheese attracts almost 200 students to celebrate and
learn about the shared values of Canada and Israel.
Federation invests in local and national efforts through
the Centre for Israel and Jewish Affairs (CIJA) to stand
up for Israel in the political and social realms. As part
of a national effort, CIJA supports lobbying efforts,
campus initiatives, and other efforts to ensure that the
shared values between Canada and Israel are protected
and celebrated.

Advancing
Communal Interests

Holocaust Education Month event
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Advancing Communal Interests
Federation advocates for the Jewish community, and supports Israel and Jewish communities around the globe.
We allocate funds effectively - Federation uses our cross-communal perspective, resources and financial leverage to
amplify the impact of donations we receive. As a steward of charitable donations, Federation commits to operating
efficiently. We operate transparently using metrics and reporting to ensure the most effective and strategic allocation
of donations we receive, while balancing the most pressing present and future needs of our community.

Strengthening Local Interests
Cultivating young leadership within our community is
an important aspect of ensuring the success of our community for years to come. Federation helps by funding
initiatives such as the Young Leadership Trip to Israel
that sent 15 leaders nominated by local agencies to
participate in this unique experience.
Federation supports the community kosher supervision
agency, the Ottawa Vaad HaKashrut (OVH). The OVH
works with local organizations and vendors to enable
and enhance the availability of kosher food and
services within our community.
The Bulletin is celebrating its 80th year this fall and
the entire historical collection is now available online.
It can be accessed through the archives site: www.archive.org/details/ottawajewisharchives. In another sign
of the paper’s growth, the online version of the
paper (ottawajewishbulletin.com) had more than
85,000 views in the last 12 months, while the paper has
almost 7,000 followers on social media, including Facebook (@ottawajewishbulletin) and Twitter (@JBulletin)
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“

Supporting Jewish Communities
in Canada and around the World
We are part of a larger Jewish Canadian experience
— connected to all Jews across our country and the
world. Federation ensures our community is part of
our national responsibility to address the needs of the
Canadian Jewish people through Jewish Federation of
Canada-United Israel Appeal. Our partnership works to
strengthen Jewish life and raise funds for programs and
services in Canada, Israel, and overseas.
Federation funding helps support national services that
strengthen Canadian Jewry through programs, such
as Birthright Israel, March of the Living, campus and
leadership development conferences, international
representation, support for small regional communities,
and so much more. Federation funding also supports
relevant and periodic research into demographics,
based on the census, or interest areas, such as boomers and millennials, to better understand our national
needs. For example, approximately 50 people attended
a presentation on boomer demographics.

It was so meaningful to get know other leaders in my community [on Federation’s Young

Leadership trip to Israel] at a deeper level as we explored challenges unique to our community
within the context of broader global issues. The ties were strengthened between us, and with our
Israeli counterparts, as we learned about their creative and innovative approaches to social problems.
It’s one thing to read about what our funds and support do, but it’s another thing to see the programs
in actions and meet the leaders face to face.” - Karli S.

CIJA Facts:

Your support for Federation has an impact
internationally through unique, innovative programs
administered by our overseas partners, American
Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC) and Jewish
Agency for Israel (JAFI). An example of this can be seen
in our partnership region in Israel.
In Israel, Federation funding promotes education
and capacity-building projects in our partner region,
Etzbah HaGalil in the northern Galilee. Among the
many projects supported by Federation are the 104
scholarships for students to enable them to pursue their
studies at Tel Hai College in the North, and the hydrotherapy pool in the region of Mevo’ot HaHermon, which
assists those with special needs.

Advocating for the Jewish
Community
Federation provides crucial funding to the Centre for
Israel and Jewish Affairs (CIJA), the advocacy agent of
Canada’s Jewish Federations, to improve the quality
of Jewish life in Canada by advancing the public policy
interests of Canada’s organized Jewish community. By
strategically engaging government, media, and leaders
throughout civil society, CIJA fights antisemitism and
hatred in all its forms, builds support for the people of
Israel, and advocates for policies to advance social
justice and human rights for the benefit of our
community and all Canadians. Working hand-in-hand,
Federation and CIJA respond to advocacy challenges
affecting local Jewry, and host community
consultations and political roundtables.
Experiential workshops engaged 5,000 Jewish and
non-Jewish students in public schools where students
learned about Jewish holidays, such as Passover, and
made Matzah from scratch.

• Hosted more than
150 Canadians –
including political,
media, student,
and academic
officials – on
fact-finding
missions to Israel.
• Provided
advocacy training
to 1,000 Jewish
and pro-Israel
activists across
Canada.
• Distributed
more than 30,000
pro-Israel handouts
and products to
Canadian
campuses.
• In partnership
with Hillels, CIJA
helped pro-Israel
students defeat
boycott-divestment-sanctions
campaigns on
multiple campuses,
including McGill,
Waterloo, U of T,
and (in early 2017)
at UBC.
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Financial Snapshot
Strengthening Community
Organization

Program

CJE - Canada Jewish Experience
JFC-UIA - Jewish Federations of Canada - United Israel Appeal
JLI - Jewish Learning Institute

Jewish Education

National and Overseas

$

Jewish Schools

$

Active Jewish Adults 50+........................ AJA 50+
Chabad Student Network.. Holiday Programming
Zelikovitz Centre, Carleton..... Developing Future
Leaders Interns

$10,000
$3,500

Chabad Hebrew School..........................................

$19,944

Or Haneshamah, Machaneh Shabbat....................

$950

Ottawa Jewish Community School.........................

$554,526

Hillel Ottawa....................... Student Campus Life
Jewish Education
through Torah............................. Adult Education
JWRP Post-Trip Programming
Glebe Shul
Jewish Youth Library.Jewish Montessori Preschool
Limmud....................................... Limmud Ottawa
NCSY..............................................Culture Clubs
Ottawa Torah Centre........................ JLI Courses
Living Legacy
Sephardi Association.......Sephardi Programming
Soloway JCC.................. Organizational Funding

$51,000

Ottawa Modern Jewish School...............................

$12,345

Ottawa Talmud Torah..............................................

$10,447

$9,000
$3,000
$15,000
$3,000
$2,000
$24,200
$3,000
$10,000
$9,000
$329,850

Ottawa Torah Institute.............................................

$24,836

Supplementary Schools Revitalization...................

$6,000

Temple Israel Religious School..............................

$25,642

Torah Day School*..................................................

$148,204

Torah High..............................................................

$26,592

SCHOOL TOTAL....................................................

$829,486

TOTAL..................................................................

$475,050

$2,500

Assisting the Vulnerable
Applicant

Program

$

AJA 50+................................Creative Connections

$3,000

Camp B’nai Brith...................Camper Scholarships

$22,000

Hillel Lodge........................Organizational Funding

$231,787

Jewish Family Services.....Organizational Funding

$384,487

Jewish Youth Library....................Friendship Circle

$4,400

Soloway JCC..................................... Scholarships

$54,817

Tamir..................................Organizational Funding

$86,787

TOTAL....................................................................

$787,278
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Federation and Community Services
Organization

Archives................................................................
Birthright...............................................................
Campus and Maintenance....................................
Federation Services ...........Communications and
Community Relations
(includes Interfaith Dialogue)

$

$30,598
$29,000
$303,268
$185,931

Community Building (includes Shoah/
Holocaust Education)

$177,385

Community Services
Governance and Representation
Transition/Capacity Building Contingency
March of the Living...............................................
Parternship2Gether..............................................
Emerging Generation...........................................

$639,528
$88,713
$25,000
$13,600
$35,000
$17,000

TOTAL..................................................................

$1,545,022

JFC-UIA - Domestic (including CIJA) &
Overseas Agenda and Israel..........................

$

GRAND TOTAL....................................................

$685,593
$4,322,429

Allocations are reported in the
financial statements as follows
$

Allocations to Agencies...........................................

$3,084,416

Internally Restricted Net Assets..............................

$1,238,013

GRAND TOTAL OF ALL ALLOCATIONS...........

$4,322,429

Funds for Innovative Capacity
Building Grants in 2016-2017
(part of the community building grand total)
Applicant

Program

$

CJE & Soloway JCC.................. CJE Exhibit & Project

$15,000

JYL ............. Montessori Preschool Judaic Equipment

$2,500

Ottawa Talmud Torah................ Laptops and Software

$2,925

Ottawa Torah Institute............... Laptops and Software

$3,125

Soloway JCC........................................ Melton School

$2,500

Torah Day School.............New Governance Structure

$5,000

Tamir..............................SmartBoard for Day Program

$9,441

TOTAL GRANTS.........................................................

$40,491

*Torah Day School received $20,000 in additional funding over
and above the $128,204 allocation in 2016/17, to support its
unification and innovation efforts.

Federation partners with the Ottawa Jewish Community
Foundation to create long-term IMPACT
While Federation’s Annual Campaign
raises funds for current needs,
Foundation protects our
future success.

$3.5 + million for
Jewish Federation
of Ottawa
$1.5 + million to Ottawa
Jewish Community School
and Ottawa Torah Day
School and its predecessors

$24 + million $17 + million

to agencies in
Ottawa, Israel
and worldwide in
last 10 years

How the
Ottawa Jewish
Community
Foundation has made
a difference from
2006 to 2016.

to Ottawa’s Jewish
community in last
10 years

(some recipients at right)

$1.6 + million to
Hillel Lodge
$1.4 + million for Soloway
Jewish Community Centre

$900,000 + for Jewish Family
Services
$700,000 + for Tamir

The Ottawa Jewish Community Foundation is dedicated to ensuring the long-term vitality of our community.
Our professional fundraising staff will guide your legacy giving, including endowments and gifts of life insurance,
stock donations and bequests.

Contact: Andrea Freedman at 613-798-4711 or afreedman@jewishottawa.com

Thank you!
Your gift to the Jewish Federation of Ottawa’s
Annual Campaign has an extraordinary impact on our community.
It is your generosity that allows for these programs
and services to exist.

